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Cover photograph: In Jordan, MCC is helping improve school water systems, benefiting students such as Gena Alelah Mohammad.

“For I will pour water on the thirsty land, and
streams on the dry ground…” (Isaiah 44:3 NRSV)
A year ago in West Bengal, India, I saw how MCC’s
response to an emergency, devastating flooding, led to
working with community leaders to help break the cycle
of poverty through education, microfinance, health and
sanitation and access to water and housing.
Throughout MCC’s work, I’ve seen how responding to
one need often naturally leads to improvements in other
areas.
At Bassa Primary School near Madaba, Jordan, assistant principal Oroba
Alshahwan says MCC, through its partner, Madaba for Supporting Development, has
brought life to her school.
She’s seen the renovations to water systems, the new faucets, the recycling of water,
the garden — and the differences in the learning environment that the Green Schools
project has brought to the school.
Alshahwan says children are excited to go to their school now. She remembers one
child exclaiming, “I can’t believe this is our school!”
Jordan is one of the most water-poor countries in the world. Preserving water is
vitally important.
Maha Elyan Shteawi, school counselor at Jalool Secondary Mixed School where
water pipes, tanks and faucets were also repaired, says the school no longer needs to
spend their precious financial resources on extra clean water each month. “There’s
always water,” she says. “Imagine the difference!”
That is my invitation to you. As MCC works in more than 50 countries around the
world, will you pause today to imagine the difference your support is making? Thank
you for joining us to transform lives in the name of Christ.
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What is possible with access to water and
improved agricultural practices? MCC
has supported projects in Afghanistan’s
In the Daraa Governorate of Syria, the Central Highlands for a number of years.
hygiene items in MCC relief kits con- In a region with the country’s hightinue to provide comfort and hope to est rates of chronic malnutrition and a
people forced from their homes by vio- devastating drought, MCC’s work has
lence and conflict. MCC partners with helped families establish kitchen garthe Middle East Council of Churches dens that continue to provide nutrientto respond to the urgent needs of dis- rich fruits and vegetables, including this
placed Syrians and the communities freshly harvested turnip.
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Relief kits

Lend a hand - Relief kits
Relief kits provide needed supplies for a family of four and are given to families whose
lives have been disrupted by disaster or crisis.
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Ethiopia
Catching steam

In parts of the world where the effects of
climate change are severe and rains are
dangerously infrequent, MCC supports
innovative projects to improve access to
water, including building this steam well

4 large bars laundry soap (such as Fels
Naptha®, Sunlight® or Zote® brands)
4 adult-sized toothbrushes
(in manufacturer’s packaging)
4 new bath towels (medium weight, dark
or bright colors; approx. 29 in x 60 in)
2 wide-toothed combs (6–8 in)

1 nail clipper (good quality)
1 box adhesive bandages
(minimum 40, assorted)
Sanitary pads (THIN; 1 or 2 packages,
minimum 28 pads total)
Place contents in a box or bag and
deliver to an MCC drop-off location. The
kit will be repacked in a new 5-gallon
plastic pail with lid. Go to mcc.org/kits
or call your nearest MCC office (see
page 2) to find drop-off locations.
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Bringing new life to
water systems and schools
In Jordan, an MCC-supported
Green Schools project is not only
making needed improvements
to school water systems but also
encouraging better care of the
environment.
S T O R Y B Y E M I LY L O E W E N
PHOTOS BY MEGHAN MAST

JORDAN

Umama Bent Abi Ahhs
Primary Mixed School

T

he view along the highway to Madaba, Jordan,
is mostly shades of
brown — businesses and
homes built in beige
stone, rocky hillsides,
the green of plants in the
fields muted by a film of
dust.
But there’s one building just up the hill that
stands out. It’s three stories high and painted in
bright yellow, green, pink and blue, the signature
colors of the MCC-supported Green Schools project.
From the road below, the bright colors of
Umama Bent Abi Ahhs Primary Mixed School are
the change that’s easiest to see, but they’re only a
symbol of the important water system upgrades at
this and other schools in the project.
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Broken water pipes are now replaced with new ones. Rusted and dirty water
tanks are upgraded with clean ones. Broken and leaky faucets are replaced with
new taps that easily turn on and off. Water runoff is now diverted into tanks.
And, with that newly available water, bare, brown school yards are transformed
into gardens with trees eagerly cared for by the students.
The goal of the Green Schools project is to improve access to clean water and
improve the learning environment. All these changes have had a dramatic effect
on the water available.
Maha Elyan Shteawi is the school counselor and runs the environmental club
at Jalool Secondary Mixed School. Before the project started two years ago, she
remembers they had to buy extra water every week or two at a cost of about
$30. They also would receive donations of water from families of students with
wells.

Merian Ahjaya, a student and member of the
environmental club at Jalool Secondary Mixed
School, waters a tree planted through the
Green Schools project.
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But now the school doesn’t have to
purchase any extra. “There’s always
water. Imagine the difference!” she says.
Jordan is one of the most water-poor
countries in the world. According to the
World Bank, it ranks in the bottom 10
for access to fresh, renewable water per
capita.
The Green Schools project, implemented by MCC partner Madaba for
Supporting Development (MSD), helps
schools improve their access to clean
water. And it encourages students,
teachers and the broader community to
do their part in conserving the limited
resource.
The project first started when MSD
founder Ali Al-Zynat was speaking
at a public school about nonviolence.
He went to use the washroom and was
shocked to find the facilities in disrepair.
“There were no faucets, there was not
Students such as Elaf Nayel at Jalool Secondary Mixed
even water to wash your hands,” he says.
School and staff work together in efforts to conserve water
and care for the environment.
When he asked the principal what
was going on, she said the pipes at the
school were broken and so were the faucets. Like most public schools, they had
water to fill their tanks delivered every
couple of weeks by the government, but
because of leaky pipes and taps, they lost
so much water that it ran out well before
the next delivery.
After that day, Al-Zynat went with a
team to survey other public schools in
the area to see how they compared.
Of the 20 schools
they visited, only two of
There were no
them had proper infrafaucets, there was not
structure.
That’s when Al-Zynat even water to wash
got to work.
The Green Schools your hands.”
project supports primarily public
schools, and while they would ideally
be maintained by the Jordanian government, the ministry doesn’t have the money to keep the schools in good repair.
“The government would come in, build
the school, assign a team or staff and
that’s about it, there’s not much money
left,” says Al-Zynat.
The first and most important step of
Layan Mohammad,
Ghazal Faisal,
the project is to replace the pipes and
Mahmood
water tanks where needed to stop leakMohammad and
age and contamination.
Musa Younes wash
After the initial repairs and updates,
their hands at
MSD comes to clean out and inspect
Bassa Primary
School.
the tanks every six months to make sure
6
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water quality stays high. Poorly maintained water tanks
have been known to make students ill.
To help conserve the water that’s delivered, sink faucets are replaced so that they aren’t dripping and wasting water. A water tank is installed in each school to
collect gray water, wastewater from activities like handwashing, that can be used to water trees in new school
gardens.
The project also includes setting up an environmental club at each school. Students in the club help maintain the garden, make sure the water infrastructure is
still working and teach others at the school about the
importance of conserving water and protecting the

environment. Club members pass on what they’ve
learned through morning announcements, skits or just
reminders to friends and classmates.
Yasmine Thaher, 11, part of the environmental club
at Bassa Primary School, says she’s noticed a difference
in how her schoolmates behave. Before the project, she
says, “Nobody really cared. They would leave the faucets on and they would play with the water, fill up water
balloons and stuff. They would waste it,” she says. But
after the upgrades, “Everyone started working together
and taking care of the environment.”
The last part of the Green Schools project is to paint
the outside of the school in the project’s signature yel-

Bassa Primary School students Lana Ibrahim, left,
and Yasmine Thaher weed the school’s garden.
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School counselor Maha
Elyan Shteawi, center,
sees the transformation
the Green Schools
project has brought to
Jalool Secondary Mixed
School, including the
benefit of having a quiet
outdoor space and a
positive physical activity
that students can work
on together.

As part of the project,
schools begin
environmental clubs.
Student members, such as
Toleen Belal, left, and
Miriam Akram of Bassa
Primary School, help
maintain the new gardens
and encourage other
students to conserve water.

A final stage of
transformation through
the Green Schools
project is to paint the
outside of the school in
the project’s signature
yellow, green, pink and
blue — a change that
teachers and staff say
brings new energy and
excitement to
campuses. Here,
Hamdan Abd paints Um
Al-Berak Primary Mixed
School.
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low, green, pink and blue. While the change in paint colors is cosmetic, it brings a new energy and gets students
and their families excited about caring for their school
and the environment.
Shteawi, the counselor at Jalool school, has seen
this firsthand. Where before parents were taking their
children away from Jalool to different schools, families
now are coming in on evenings or holidays to take care
of the new garden. When students returned from summer vacation and saw the improvements, she overheard
them excitedly telling their parents, “Look at my beautiful school!”
The garden that’s part of the project has also made a
difference in students’ behavior, she says.
Having a quiet green space and a positive physical
activity to work on is a tool she can use to help students in difficult times. “Some [students] might exhibit
some aggressive verbal or physical behaviors, we make
them use their energy for something productive. They

cultivate the land, they irrigate, they weed. … So this
is energy released and they feel a sense of teamwork,”
she says.
She’s also proud to hear how students in the environmental club have been sharing what they’ve learned
with their families and friends. By doing so, they are
helping to address a major challenge for the country
overall.
Students like Wasn Almsafah at Bassa Primary School
have taken that message to heart and are eager to share
with others the importance of conserving a resource
that is scarce in Jordan. “Many people don’t have quality water access,” the 11-year-old says. “This water
could be in need somewhere else so it’s wrong to waste
it.”
Emily Loewen is marketing and communications
manager for MCC Canada. Meghan Mast is multimedia storyteller for MCC Canada.

Give a gift — Where needed most

Your gift meets urgent needs and changes lives, helping to build peace and investing in long-term changes for communities in Jordan and around the world. Donate in the enclosed envelope, give online at donate.mcc.org or contact your
nearest MCC office (see p. 2).
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Cover
story

First person

Oroba Alshahwan
A primary school administrator
in Jordan reflects on an MCCsupported Green Schools project
and her journey in education.
A S T O L D T O E M I LY L O E W E N

I

’ve been at Bassa Primary School
for three years. I used to teach at
another school that was part of
the Green Schools project (which
MCC supports), so when I came to
Bassa I was in shock. It was a drastic change.
This school was established in
1972. The buildings are old, and
the infrastructure was old and needed
repairs and maintenance. There was
not much funding available from the
Ministry of Education.
So I contacted Ali Al-Zynat with
MCC partner Madaba for Supporting
Development (MSD) to put our school
on the map at least. He came and visited
last year and did the assessment, and he
felt this school was in dire need.
The project brought life to the school.
I’ve been here from ground zero. I’ve seen
the renovations, the maintenance, the
faucets, the recycling of the water, the
gray water tank, the paint, the garden —
this is significant change.
And you should see the reaction of the
students!
I will never forget this. When they first
came to the school (after the renovations), many students were shouting, “Is
this our school? I can’t believe this is our
school!” It brought life and love and a
sense of belonging. They were so happy,
and they started to preserve water and
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the environment because they saw the
change and they want to keep it.
A mother called the school to thank
us. In previous years her son didn’t want
to go to school, she told us, but now he’s
saying, “Mama thank you, the school is
beautiful. I want to be there every day.”
I see the changes, the psychological
effects, in everybody from the students to
the parents and even the teachers. There’s
positivity just coming to the school now.
I didn’t set out to become a teacher.
Initially I took my bachelor’s degree in
information technology and was more
interested in going into business management and finance. But at the time the
Ministry of Education was creating job
openings for IT in many schools, so I felt
like that was an opportunity.
I was lucky in my first class as a teacher. We had eight female high school students in class, and I saw in their eyes
they were eager to get information. For
me it ignited something. Teaching ran so
smoothly. I never experienced fear even
though it wasn’t my original plan.
One of the topics I was teaching was
digital commerce, and there was no
internet at the school, no computers. I
used to bring my laptop and I would try
to explain the material by sitting with
each student. I never wanted to give up.
I thought, “You should be taught this
topic and I will provide.”

It brought life and
love and a sense of
belonging.”
Another challenge I gladly accepted is
that while I was working on my master’s
degree, I had a baby. I had a c-section and
only a week after surgery I had an exam.
The teachers never thought I was
going to show up, but I did the exam
and the professor marked the paper right
then and showed the whole class. I got 35
out of 40.
Now I’m a teacher in the morning and
in the afternoon I’m a mother. My son is
now 5 and I have a daughter who’s 3.

Within a few months of graduation
from my master’s, the ministry switched
most of the IT positions to administration and I was assigned this job as assistant principal at Bassa school.
Initially when I was sent to be an
administrator, I didn’t accept it. I had
developed more of a dedication to teaching. This is what I do best. This is why
I gained my master’s, and I’m working
on my Ph.D. in education so I might
even teach in universities. My job here
at Bassa school helps me to earn money
to fund my education while I’m gaining
experience.
As part of my Ph.D., one area we focus
on is preparing the education environ-

ment, how the school environment can
keep the children actively involved in
education rather than being passive.
As part of my research I’m thinking of
using what I’ve seen here of how students reacted after the environment was
improved.
Working here and being a mother and
a student is a lot to balance. Five minutes
can spell disaster for me in changing any
schedule. I start early in the morning preparing food, then come here to work and
then study.

When they were growing up, my family and parents struggled to get an education. My father completed high school
and my mother never made it to sixth
grade. Back then it was hard to achieve
education, especially for women.
So they suffered and felt they should
give their best to their kids and I felt that.
I never gave up. I want education. Of my
brothers, one is a doctor, one is an engineer and one has his master’s, so now we
have become an educated family. I want
to keep that course.

Oroba Alshahwan is assistant principal of Bassa Primary School. She helped connect the school with the MCC-supported Green Schools project of Madaba for
Supporting Development.
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Supporting health and learning
In Nairobi, Kenya, lessons in hygiene
improve health and school attendance,
helping give students better chances to
succeed in school.
STORY BY LINDA ESPENSHADE
P H O T O S B Y M AT T H E W L E S T E R

KENYA

T

he sound of a cowbell calls students from
their classes at Menno Kids Academy
(MKA). Lunch is served, but the chattering students don’t head to the food line.
Instead they swarm around outdoor water
faucets, where they wash their hands with
soap and water.
Then they go to the kitchen for a plate
of ugali, cooked white cornmeal, a food
even more common in Kenya than mashed potatoes are in
Canada and the U.S. The children fill their fingertips with ugali
and scoop up seasoned collard greens before popping it into
their mouths.
Their routine is well established  —  wash your hands before
you eat. For the 314 students from preschool to grade 8, handwashing is as normal as raising their hands to answer a question.
That’s because at this school, which is a ministry of Mathare
North Mennonite Church in Nairobi, Kenya, learning about
sanitation and hygiene is part of education, just like math and
reading.
The combination works. Children who are healthier come to
school more often. Because they are in school more often, their
academic performance improves.
In Nairobi, MCC has supported a Water, Sanitation and
Hygiene (WASH) program at MKA since 2010 and at Mukuru
Mennonite Academy, a ministry of Embakasi Mennonite
Church, since 2012. Led by WASH promoters hired by the
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schools, students learn practical lessons about purifying water
and washing hands that are vital to staying healthy in communities where drainage and sanitation are poor.
“Before we started this program there were problems in
school whereby many children were getting sick with waterborne diseases,” says Herine Akinyi of MKA, who is lead
WASH promoter at the school. Students were often absent
because of stomachaches, diarrhea or vomiting.
In response, the WASH program began at school, and students and WASH promoters took messages home to students’
families and neighbors, not only
about handwashThere’s a greater
ing but also about
the
importance sense of dignity when
of using a toilet.
you feel clean.”
The use of flying
toilets  —  plastic bags used as toilets, tied and tossed out the
window  —  is a practice that is decreasing with education, but
still a source of disease.
Many parents had moved from rural areas where open defecation was a common practice to poor neighborhoods in the
capital where they live in one-room dwellings built tight against
each other or stacked in tall buildings. Hemmed in by alleyways and streets strewn with trash, rooms usually have no running water, and families must rely on toilets they share with
neighbors or pay to use toilets that are privately owned or controlled.

Jay Herine and her mother Wilkista Akoth stand
outside their home in Mathare North, an area of
Nairobi, Kenya.

Jay Herine, a sixth-grade girl with a
2-month-old brother and a brother in
second grade, told her mother Wilkista
Akoth about the importance of handwashing. The WASH promoters visited
Akoth, along with all the other school
parents, to reinforce the clean water and
hygiene messages with them and often
with their neighbors.
Accepting their messages was not
hard, Akoth says, because she saw her
children’s digestive health improve.
Enforcing new habits with her family wasn’t difficult either because the
children brought their hygiene practices home  —  after using the toilet they
washed their hands without reminders
from her. She makes sure she washes her
hands after changing diapers.
“It has become a habit. You don’t have
to remind anybody, ‘Go and wash your
hands,’” she said. “It’s the way of our
life.”
At home, Akoth purifies her drinking
water by boiling it, but at school, students drink water purified by the sun.
Through the Solar Disinfection (SODIS)
method, transparent polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles and the sun’s
ultraviolet rays purify water.

Water sitting in bottles in the sun at Menno Kids Academy is being
purified through the Solar Disinfection (SODIS) method.

Each morning, students fill their water
bottles to the brim from the faucets and
lay them on long wooden tables lined
with metal. While students study, the sun
shines on the bottles. In class, students
can drink water from a second bottle
that was purified the day before.
Naomy Monyenye, a member of a student club promoting health, is responsible for reminding her seventh-grade
classmates about good health habits,
including changing their water bottles.
Students in the club get extra training
from the WASH promoters.
“I also make them remember to
remove the bottle and also wash the
bottle and wash the rack, so that you can
be always clean. You know, if you don’t
clean this, the bottle will also get dirty
and get germs.”
Recently the WASH programs at the
two schools have added another sanitary
practice that helps keep older female
students in school  —  the distribution of
reusable sanitary pads to all menstruating girls. The WASH promoters also

teach the girls about menstruation, a
topic that is still taboo in many homes,
as well as how to clean and use the pads.
Disposable pads are too expensive for
most parents who earn unpredictable
wages as day laborers or street vendors,
says Irene Anyango, WASH promoter at
Mukuru Mennonite Academy. Rags are
often the default, which can cause infection and embarrassment if they leak.
As a result, menstruating girls tend to
stay home from school and isolate themselves from group activity, she says.
Now, she says, the girls have the supplies they need to participate confidently
in school.
All of the work of the WASH program
is about dignity, says MCC worker Krista
Snader of Ephrata, Pennsylvania, who
oversees the program at the two schools.
“There’s a greater sense of dignity when
you feel clean.”
Linda Espenshade is news coordinator
for MCC U.S. Matthew Lester is a photographer in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
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story

Preventing cholera in Haiti
In remote communities where
cholera is a deadly threat, latrines
and handwashing stations can
literally save lives.
STORY AND PHOTOS BY ANNALEE GIESBRECHT

HAITI

I

Because cholera can be spread by insects
that land on fruit and vegetables after
coming into contact with infected waste,
thoroughly disinfecting produce with water
and bleach, as Cilana Louissine is doing
here, is a simple and effective way to
prevent transmission of the disease.
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MCC photo/Paul Shetler Fast

MCC’s cholera work is multifaceted,
including providing buckets for
handwashing stations and water
filtration to 231 elementary
schools — only five of which had
regular hand washing and clean
drinking water available for students
before. After 2016’s Hurricane
Matthew, MCC also supported the
rehabilitation and expansion of a
Zanmi Lasante cholera treatment
center in Verrettes that was initially
constructed as a temporary response
to the 2010 outbreak of cholera.

n 2016, when a fresh outbreak of cholera
Estilus was 28 years old at the time; his wife
began in the mountainside community of
was pregnant with their youngest child. Given
Wopisa-Gabriyèl, Haiti, Precius Estilus how quickly severe cases of cholera can progress,
was among the first to fall ill. Early one even strong young men like him can die in a matmorning, he was gathering his tools to ter of hours.
work in his garden when he was overtaken
Estilus was lucky. After seven days, weak but
by a sudden, extreme weakness.
alive, he was discharged and came back to his
By 11 a.m., he was vomiting. A friend community with a supply of water purification
encouraged him to go
tablets from the center.
to the doctor, and they began
Not long after Estilus
the long descent to the nearreturned, MCC staff visI knew only God
est cholera treatment center.
ited to find out what was
The only way out of could give me back
most needed in the comWopisa-Gabriyèl is on foot. my life.”
munity, which was lashed
The descent is steep and covby the winds, rains and
ered with loose rocks, and at one point requires flooding of Hurricane Matthew in October 2016.
climbing down rocks through streaming water
“We assumed that we’d probably be doing a
in the middle of a waterfall. Despite his friend’s food security project, as this had been the priority
encouragement to hurry, Estilus had to stop every issue in most areas we visited,” says Paul Shetler
few minutes to recover and gather his strength.
Fast, at the time an MCC representative for Haiti
By the time he finally arrived in the town of
and now MCC’s global health coordinator.
Verrettes and the cholera treatment center of
“But they were very clear that no, latrines and
MCC partner Zanmi Lasante (the Haitian branch stopping cholera was number one, gardens could
of the nonprofit Partners in Health), it was 10 at come next. I remember one older man said somenight. Another patient in the center had just died. thing like, ‘What good is food if I’m too sick to
Seeing his condition, doctors immediately started eat, what good is a garden if I’m dead?’”
him on rehydration solution.
Cholera is a fast-acting bacterial infection that
“As the IV dripped, I felt closer and closer to is transmitted from person to person through
God,” he says. “I knew only God could give me contact with infected fecal matter, most often
back my life.”
when water sources are contaminated by human
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waste containing the cholera bacterium. It thrives in
unsanitary conditions, where people lack the means to
purchase bleach or construct adequate toilets.
Haiti’s ongoing cholera epidemic started in 2010, in
the aftermath of the earthquake that had devastated the
capital city, Port-au-Prince, earlier that year. Infected
waste, improperly disposed of by a contingent of
United Nations peacekeepers, was released into Haiti’s
Artibonite River. Within days, an outbreak of a particularly virulent strain of cholera swept down the course
of the river, into surrounding areas in the Artibonite
Department (like a province or state) and, eventually,
throughout the country. To date, almost 10,000 people
have died, and close to a million have gotten sick.
Cilana Louissine, 45, was talking to a community
health worker in 2016 when she suddenly felt extremely
weak, almost unable to walk. She, too, made the arduous descent from Wopisa-Gabriyèl. Shortly after arriving in the crowded cholera ward at Hospital Albert
Schweitzer in the town of Deschappelles, she lost consciousness.
“My family was there with me,” she remembers. “My
husband was crying; they all thought I was dead.”
After nine days in the hospital, she returned home
to face a long recovery. Even though she was no longer
sick, she was weak from the illness and unable to work.
Her family suffered financially long after she recovered.
Treating cholera is simple and affordable, but for
those like Estilus and Louissine in remote communities
hours from medical care, this treatment is often too far
away. Prevention is paramount.
MCC worked with the community to develop a project that would eventually result in the construction of
600 latrines in the wider Wopisa-Gabriyèl area.
Without latrines, residents had no choice but to defecate outdoors where their waste could contaminate
the soil. During the hurricane, heavy rains washed
soil  —  and everything else  —  down the mountain and
into the rivers and streams residents use for drinking

MCC provides a cement
base, tin roof, PVC pipe
and nails for each latrine,
while residents supply
labor and local materials
for the walls.

Getting to zero

Thanks to strategic interventions in Wopisa-Gabriyèl
and Kabay, two communities at the heart of Haiti’s
cholera epidemic, there have been no cases of cholera
in the more than two years since MCC projects began
there. Here’s what it took to get to zero.

Clean water

291

Water treatment tablets and
filtration buckets distributed in both
communities

deaths in Wopisa-Gabriyèl
and Kabay in the year prior
to MCC’s intervention

Schools

Hygiene training

Students and teachers trained
in cholera prevention, provided
with handwashing stations
and clean water

Training and supplies provided to
community health workers who train
at-risk households in cholera
prevention techniques

Civil protection

Community emergency responders
trained in cholera prevention,
detection and response

Latrines

Latrines built to keep
streams and rivers free of
infected waste
MCC illustration/Annalee Giesbrecht

In Wopisa-Gabriyèl, Precius Estilus was among
the first to fall ill with cholera during an outbreak
in 2016. With MCC’s help, Estilus built a simple
latrine and received a water filtration bucket and
hygiene training.
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and washing. Cholera cases, which had been declining
since 2010, spiked.
The idea for prevention is simple: if potentially infected
waste is contained and kept away from floodwater and
flies, the risk of cholera transmission can be dramatically
lowered.
MCC provides basic construction materials  —  a cement
base, tin roof, PVC pipe and nails  —  and the community
provides labor and local materials for the walls.
Alongside latrines, MCC provides water treatment tablets and water filtration buckets, as well as training on the
use and maintenance of latrines, techniques for washing
fruits and vegetables and techniques for effective handwashing.
The year before this project began in Wopisa-Gabriyèl
and in the community of Kabay, health workers reported
291 deaths from cholera in the two communities. In the
more than two years since these projects were implemented, there have been zero.
In fact, the work has been so successful that, after
Hurricane Irma caused flash floods in the Artibonite
Department in September 2017, a scaled-up version of
the project was implemented throughout the larger region
where Wopisa-Gabriyèl is located. That project, which targets schools and other potential transmission points and
supports the local water authority and civil protection volunteers, has seen the same success.
When Estilus thinks about how his life has changed since
2016, latrines are a major component. “Before, we had to
take care of our needs outside,” he says. “Cholera almost
destroyed us, but now it’s gone. Now we have latrines.”
Louissine is especially thankful for the training she
received with her new latrine. She hopes that, as her children grow up and have children of their own, they’ll continue the hygiene practices they learned as part of MCC’s
trainings. It’s this knowledge that will ensure that WopisaGabriyèl remains safe and free from cholera into the future.
“We thought our life was finished,” she says, “but now,
with MCC’s help, we’re moving forward.”
Annalee Giesbrecht of Winnipeg, Manitoba, is advocacy
and communications coordinator for MCC in Haiti.
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for children

On assignment

JORDAN
How do you say hello in Arabic?

marhaba
(Say “MAR-ha-bah”)

My name is Yara Mohammad
Alshamailah.
Age: 12

MCC photo/ Khonesamai Manithong

Lives in: Hisban, Jordan
I live in the village of Hisban with my mother, father
and four sisters. My mother is the principal at my
school, where I am in seventh grade. When I’m not at
school, I like to draw or to play on the computer. I do
computer programming as a hobby. Recently I won a
competition for young programmers.

“I enjoy finding new ways to bring
MCC staff together to brainstorm,
analyze and problem-solve.”

I joined the environmental club at my school this year (set up
by the MCC-supported Green Schools project) because I wanted to help preserve the environment.

STEPHEN DEUNK

Planning coordinator

Name: Stephen Deunk

Hometown: Leduc, Alberta (Ebenezer
Christian Reformed Church)
Assignment: As planning, monitoring, evaluation and reporting (PMER)
coordinator for MCC in Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, I get to be actively
involved with MCC staff in planning and
following up on projects in peacebuilding
and other areas.
Typical days: I may be on the phone
with field staff to support data collection,
coordinating a working group to plan a
new project or at my computer writing a
six-month report. My work is never boring, and I am always challenged to find
new ways to strengthen our planning and
monitoring systems to support a strong
program.
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What I’ve learned: Due to my social and
economic status, my voice can be given a
privileged position, and this can weaken
planning, monitoring and evaluation processes. Technical know-how is not equivalent to vision and strength, and the voices
and efforts of people striving to overcome
their own circumstances can generate
hope, create vision and galvanize action.
Joys: Supporting the creative work here.
I enjoy finding new ways to bring MCC
staff together to brainstorm, analyze
and problem-solve, even though much of
my work is focused on ensuring routine
PMER tasks get done.
Challenge: Becoming overwhelmed by
the size of global issues. Investments to
address development issues can seem so
minuscule in comparison to the scale of
the problems and needs of people.

Stephen Deunk meets with MCC project
manager Bounchan Khammoungkhoun in
the MCC office in Vientiane.

Find your place

MCC often has positions available in
planning, monitoring, evaluation and
reporting (PMER). Workers have an
opportunity to get an in-depth
understanding of local people,
situations and challenges while
helping plan for and report on MCC
projects.
Go to mcc.org/serve, contact your
nearest MCC office or follow
@servemcc on Twitter to learn about
all current MCC service opportunities.
MCC workers are expected to exhibit
a commitment to Christian faith,
active church membership and
biblical peacemaking.

My favorite food: stuffed grape
leaves
My favorite subject: mathematics
What I want to be: doctor

As part of the club, we have a schedule for irrigating the plants using
gray water (water from other uses like washing hands) we conserve from our
school. We also do checks around the school to make sure everything is working, that the water taps are all working
and that there are no cracks or leaks in
the water pipes so that we don’t waste
water.

Caring for the earth

As you read Yara’s story, think about the things that you and your family
or school do to preserve the earth. Yara is conserving water and using
it to help her school garden grow. Can you name three actions you’re
taking now, or could take this spring and summer, to care for the earth?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Print more copies uu mcc.org/hello

Mennonite Central Committee U.S.
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501 U.S.A.

See what you
can do

at an MCC Thrift shop

Match your interests and
skills to our volunteer
needs, whether pricing,
sorting, designing displays
or helping with special
events. Learn more at
thrift.mcc.org/volunteer.

Help a family
across the globe

on your next shopping trip

Make an MCC relief kit.
Go to mcc.org/kits/relief
to see a list of everyday
items (towels, toothbrushes, soap and more)
that you can collect on
your next shopping trip.

Make a difference for the world ...
without leaving home.
thrift.mcc.org

mcc.org/kits

